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When, liOYV2\er, :i :< a-^ociated 'a ith i ryrria' ruin-rate, it > i ?;:rn
of leftf, entrleulur de 'ear.
(2)—	Failure
When the output of the heart is Inadequate ::: rr.;^t the re«u;rer::ur:ts
of the body, lactic acid acconru'ates in the T.u^les. the h}dr^.'en-ion
concentration of the blood nses. and the patient hecones d^pncek,
When, on the ether hand, it is only an isolated group .?f ir.us:les that
is deprived of its blood supply, the presenting s> rnptorn :s r,o: d} spnoea
but pain,
This is exempted by intermittent dedication, resulting from
thromho-angiitis obliterans. It can also be produced experimental^
by active movements of a limb, when the blood supply is artificially
cut off by a tourniquet IMcWilliam and Webiten.
That anginal pain Is doe to myocardial ischaernia is suggested b> the
fact thai the various conditions known to be Intimately associated with	' .
angina are such as would be likely to lead to a shortage in the supply
of oxygen to the heart muscle. The recognition of coronary occlusion
as a distinct clinical syndrome has thrown considerable light en this	.
aspect of the problem.
In considering the work done by the heart. It is not surprising that Cardiac
even the slightest interference with the coronary circulation limits the
cardiac reserve. A. V. Hill (1927) showed that ib an athlete during
severe exertion the heart muscle alone may consume as much oxygen
as does the whole body at rest. By collecting and analysing ihe expired
air, Hill calculated the amount of oxygen consumed by the body during
exercise, and from these data estimated the output of the heart per
minute. The calculation Is as follows:
A litre of blood will carry about 200 c.c. of oxygen; by analysis of the
anerlal and venous blood it can be shown that, when the lie art is at rest,
the tissues extract about 35 per cent (70 c.c. per litre) of the	passiag
through them. Since, at rest, the oxygen consumption of the body is
250 c.c. per minute, the output of the left ventricle must be about 4 litres
per minute. During severe physical exertion, such as rowing, the oxygen
consumption may actually amount to over 4 litres per minute, I.e.
times the resting requirement. Under such conditions, the dilatation of the
capillary field will no doubt alow of a greatly	coefficient of
utilization of oxygen (say 70 instead of the normal 35 per cent). On the
other hand, the circulation through the	is so rapid        the
Mood has not time to get fully	oxygen. Assuming thai the
arterial saturation Is 18-5 instead of the normal 20 volumes per cent,
litre of blood will give up 185 x ^ ( = 130) c.c. of oxygen, to the
Heace an oxygea requirement of 44 litres per minute	a
4-4
rate of ^t* ( = 34) instead of the	4 litres per minute*
the right ventricle as well as the let, the	cardiac
the enormous	of 68 litres per

